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This project is to study the marketing practices of Make-up Art Cosmetics 
(M.A.C.) and to review its sales performance of the Seibu store in Hong Kong, in 
order to make viable recommendations accordingly. 
Company interviews, store observations, and personal interviews were used to 
collect information. It was found that in general people are not loyal towards color 
cosmetic products and they always get information through “word-of-mouth.” 
Quality, price, fashion and performance are the four most important criteria to consider 
when choosing which brand to buy. The main success factor of MAC is the unique 
trendy image and this is fijrther supported by its good product quality, a wide variety 
of choices, good sales services, and a good loc^ion. However, the segmentation of 
MAC over its target customers is too broad, and the only one distribution outlet is not 
enough. 
It is recommended that MAC should stay in its leading-trend position and put 
more efforts on product development to provide a wide variety of choices with high 
quality, and price should stay in the middle range. Informal endorsement of celebrities, 
PR, and "word-of-mouth" should be utilized to get people's attention. The 
professional salesforce should be trained to provide the best services to customers. 
MAC can try to open up its distribution network by selling through some "image-
matched" fashion outlets. 
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This chapter is to give a brief idea of the whole project. It talks about the 
industry background, who the customer is, what the objectives of this research are, 
which framework would be used, the definition of various terms, and see how this 
report is organized. This helps to understand what will be going on in each chapter. 
Overview of the Project 
It is very obvious to see from the title that the project is going to talk about the 
color cosmetic industry in Hong Kong and the company. Make-up Art Cosmetics 
(MAC). MAC is actually a firm based in Toronto, Canada, and it recently opened its 
first store in Seibu department store in Hong Kong. This is also the first in Asia. The 
issues are ofwhy and what attracted the company to make such a move. 
Industry Background 
When looking at the economic growth in Asia, one should not be surprised that 
it is quite encouraging. The consumption power of people in general is high. This 
gives MAC some ideas about stepping into the Asian market. 
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Once there is an opportunity in one place, people will all msh there to capture 
it. It is the same case here. With a quite good projection on color cosmetic sales, 
there are many competitors in the Hong Kong market. Each of them has its own 
selling point. Some are positioning themselves in the very high-end side. Some are 
selling their products through mass merchandisers. The ways they market their 
products are very different. Giants like Christian Dior, Estee Lauder, Chanel, 
Shiseido, etc. are really well established in Hong Kong. In order to compete with 
them, MAC should have its own distinctive competence and style. 
Customer 
Customers of color cosmetics are mainly female. Females care very much 
about their appearance and always spend a lot of money and time on producing a 
better look. According to the experience of some salespersons in some cosmetic 
retailing chain stores in Hong Kong, many customers would spend at least a few 
thousand dollars in each purchase. Even though the economic growth here is slowing 
down, it is expected that women here are still willing to spend money on color 
cosmetics. Also, there are lots of tourists coming here for shopping each year. Thus, 
the sales of color cosmetics are expected to stay at a rather good level. 
Actually, before MAC officially entering into the Hong Kong market, there was 
black market existed selling its products at a much higher price. People still bought 
through this channel though. Also, in Japan, people were picking up MAC products in 
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the black market at four or five times what they should pay. Now, MAC as a new 
player in Hong Kong, with its unique image and exclusive distribution channel, is doing 
quite well in sales. Since the counter in Seibu is the only shop in Asia, when people 
come visiting Hong Kong, they would run to the counter and buy what they want at 
the official price. The future looks very glamour to MAC. 
Objectives 
The MAC counter has been opened for 5 months in Seibu. This project is to 
see how it is doing in the sales and to review its current marketing practices. If the 
performance up to now is not satisfactory, recommendations on how to improve the 
situation would be made. If the company has already achieved its sales objective, its 
own competitive advantages which lead to the success, and also, the weaknesses 
would be identified. Then, recommendations on how to sustain its position and how to 
grow would be given. 
Scope of Study 
In order to understand the company's performance and marketing practices, the 
basic concept ofDr. Steilen's Marketing System Model would be used. A preliminary 
analysis of the industry and the company would give information and help determine 
the market segment. Once the target group is identified, marketing objectives can be 
set which in turn will determine other supporting objectives which are product 
- objective, service objective, price objective, communication objective, salesforce 
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objective, and distribution objective. There are six components, namely product, 
service, price, communication, salesforce, and distribution, in which strategies are 
established to match with the objectives and fit with the company and environment. 
The model is presented below in Figure 1. 
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The current strategies of the six components would be reviewed to see in what 
aspects the company is doing well and what is doing badly, and the recommendations 
made would also be based on these six components for improvement. 
Definition of Terms 
Color cosmetics - It is a type of cosmetics which is basically used for make-up and has 
color. There are four main types of products that the cosmetic 
marketers sell. They are color cosmetics, skin care products, hair 
care products, and fragrances. Among various color cosmetic 
products, there are five categories. 
Lip - includes lipstick, and lipliner 
Cheek - cheek blush 
Eye - includes eye shadow, eyeliner, mascara, and eyebrow color 
Face - includes foundation, powder, and concealer 
Nail - nail polish 
Specialty stores/counters - those places which sell its own brand only, like Body Shop, 
or counters inside department stores and 
Watson'sMannings 
Cosmetic retail stores - those places which sell a lot ofbrands, like Sa Sa or M2 
Mass merchandisers - supermarkets or convenience stores 
Direct marketing - sell through agents, like Amway or Nu Skin 
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Organization of the Project 
Chapter I - Introduction, gives the brief overview and background information 
of the whole project. Definition of terms and the objective of each chapter are also 
provided. The research methodology of the study being used is explained in Chapter 
II. Chapter III talks about the history and business philosophy of the company. The 
business development of the company is also discussed here and the objective of 
setting up the outlet in Hong Kong was found out. After looking at the internal factors 
of the company. Chapter IV would then scan the environment to see the competition 
and the target group in the market. When both the company and the environment are 
explored. Chapter V will go on to analyze the current marketing strategies, by using 
the six components of the Steilen's Marketing System model. All data analysis and 
interpretation would be shown in Chapter VI. Implications of all findings are then 
given in Chapter VIL Based on the findings of all the interviews and analyses, feasible 
recommendations will be suggested in Chapter VIIL Finally, the limitations of the 
study will be discussed in Chapter IX. 
Summary 
After having a look at the introduction of the report, you should know the 
objectives of our study, a rough picture of the color cosmetic industry, and the concept 
ofDr. Steilen's Marketing System Model. MAC's move into the Asian market tells us 
that there is much potential here, and it is trying to build up its reputation by its unique 
image and exclusive distribution. In order to get more information about the company 
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and the environment, and to achieve the objectives, the research has to be designed 




The research design will be discussed here in this chapter. A literature review, 
a series of company interviews, and some observations inside the Seibu store will 
constitute the exploratory research which is used to discover more ideas and insights. 
Then, personal interviews would be conducted to get a better understanding of color 
cosmetics consumer and what would affect their buying behavior. 
Research Design 
In this project, both exploratory and descriptive researches were carried out. 
The aim ofthe exploratory research was to understand the cosmetics industry in Hong 
Kong and to examine the business and marketing activities of MAC in Hong Kong. 
Then descriptive research was conducted to investigate consumers' buying behavior, 
awareness level, impression and intention to buy over color cosmetic products, with a 
special focus on MAC. 
Exploratory Research 
The exploratory research consisted of three stages: literature review, company 
interview and observation. 
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Literature Review 
The first stage was literature review. The aim of this stage was to collect some 
background information about the cosmetics industry in Hong Kong, such as 
competitors, market, customer, and products and services provided. Information was 
collected mainly from CD-ROM databases of ABI/mFORM, ES[SPEC, and articles 
from fashion and beauty magazines. 
Company Interview 
The second stage of the exploratory research was company interviews. 
Interviews were conducted with the studying company - MAC, which included the 
headquarters in Canada and the shop in Hong Kong. The purpose ofthese interviews 
was to have an in-depth understanding of the business of MAC with a focus on the 
shop in Hong Kong. The collected information included company history, business 
development, and marketing strategies, such as communication, salesforce, promotion, 
distribution, product, and service. 
Observation 
The third stage was observation. Observations were made at the MAC shop in 
Hong Kong and other cosmetics counters around in both office and non-office hours. 
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The aim of such observations was to see how was the traffic flow in that location and 
what was the buying behavior of consumers. 
Descriptive Research 
The second part ofthis project was a descriptive research. Personal interviews 
were chosen as a way to collect information from the targets because of its better 




Personal interviews were carried out in four locations; Tsuen Wan, Mongkok, 
Tsim Sha Tsui and Admiralty. The purpose was to increase the coverage of our 
research by including people from different geographical area. Shopping Malls and 
MTR entrances were selected as places for conducting the interviews since traffic flow 
of passengers was expected to be higher in these areas. The interviews were carried 
out at both weekdays and weekends, office hours and non-office hours in order to 
capture a wider profile of target respondents. 
Sampling 
Convenience samples were used in the personal interviews. People between 
the age of 16 and 40 were targets of the research. Even though most of the literature 
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showed that female was the major user of color cosmetics, males were also included in 
this research. It was because the company we studied considered their products were 
for people of all sex, so opinions from male respondents were also taken into 
consideration. Under this situation, the sample size was expected to be 200 with one-
forth ofthem was male. Finally, 233 sets of questionnaire were completed. 
Questionnaire Design 
The questionnaire used was a self-designed one with most questions in close-
ended format. (Please refer to Appendix 1) The questionnaire included 21 questions 
and was divided into six parts, namely buying behavior and loyalty, awareness, 
intention to buy, position, image and personal information. 
Before starting the interview, a screening question would be asked to confirm 
that the respondents were within the age range of the right targets. Basically, the first 
part was questions about general behavior in purchasing and using color cosmetics. 
The other parts were focused on the awareness，intention to buy and impression over 
MAC. 
Summary 
Though the literature review did not reveal much information about the 
company and the color cosmetic industry, those company interviews and observations 
in Seibu really told a lot about the whole situation and environment. Personal 
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interviews conducted in four different geographical location were expected to result in 
a more in-depth understanding of who the consumers are and how they perceive MAC. 
It is quite customary to first draw a more detailed picture of the business of the 




This chapter will talk about the history of the company, its business 
philosophies and its social responsibilities. This helps understand why the company is 
doing business in its own way and what it is actually doing. We would also have a 
look at its recent business development and get known of the objectives of setting up 
the Seibu store in Hong Kong. 
Setting the Foundation 
Make-up Art Cosmetics (MAC), people usually call it Mac, is a Canadian 
cosmetic research and manufacturing company based in Toronto. Frank Toskan 
(Appendix 2), as a make-up artist, hair dresser and photographer in the past, is the 
founder ofMAC to fill a void in the cosmetic industry. 
"Commercial cosmetics weren't working for me’ so I had to develop 
my own. I needed a cosmetic line with depth, products that workedfor 
print, runway, television, film and on the street, with special colors, 
textures and tools. ” 
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In 1985, with the help of a high school chemistry book, Toskan began 
concocting make-up formulations in his kitchen. He came up with new color and 
product concepts, then recruited his chemist brother-in-law, Victor Casale, to 
incorporate these ideas into the professional quality products of MAC. Today, the 
MAC line has grown to over 700 items. 
MAC has built its professional reputation within the fashion and entertainment 
industries by creating and manufacturing cosmetics for the demanding needs oftoday's 
professional make-up artists. Being regarded as “leading edge”，it has established a 
unique image for MAC within the marketplace. 
''We believe our image is a result of our business philosophies, 
product quality, informative customer service, visual, marketing, and 
most importantly, our talented staff. ” 
Business Philosophies and Social Responsibility 
Due to the success ofMAC, Frank Toskan has been able to further implement 
his belief in giving something back to the society in which MAC operates. MAC 
Cosmetics Consciousness Programs, such as Cruelty Free Beauty, BACK TO MAC 
and the MAC AIDS Fund, raise much needed money which is directed back to the 
community from which it originated. 
Historically, product safety testing has been carried out using live animals. 
MAC strongly opposes to this tradition. The cosmetic safety testing has entered a 
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more humane era by replacing live animals with the following: in vitro methods; 
computer data bases; scientific judgment based on the safety of individual cosmetic 
ingredients; and extensive pre-market human testing. These types of technological 
tests are very different from live animal testing and the results tend to be more 
objective. 
MAC uses plastic packaging because it has the versatility ofbeing molded into 
any shape - making lighter, smaller products which are more convenient to transport. 
Recycled plastic is better used in construction to replace wood and steel, taking 
advantage of its durable, lightweight and non-corrosive properties. In 1994 alone, 
MAC recycled approximately 1,800 kg of plastic. It believes in the preservation ofthe 
environment and they are proud to make any contribution possible. They have 
developed an ongoing plastic recycling program in their stores called BACK TO MAC 
They encourage customers to return empty plastic containers back to them. For each 
returned plastic container, customers are given one sticker and six stickers entitle the 
customer to select a MAC lipstick free of charge. 
The MAC AJDS Fund was created by Frank Toskan to raise money for AIDS 
awareness, education, support and prevention. To help fulfill the goal, he created a 
matte lipstick called VIVA G L A M � E v e r y cent received from the sales of VIVA 
GLAM lipstick is donated to help people living with AIDS as well as to support 
educational programs for AIDS prevention. Funds are returned to local support 
groups in the communities where they are raised. 
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Business Development 
The first store ofMAC was opened in Toronto's Cabbagetown selling a wide 
range of color cosmetics at price affordable by the majority. The brand has gained its 
publicity as a professional make-up artist brand by providing substantial discounts to 
models, professionals and celebrities. It soon became one of America's most famous 
make-up brand being constantly featured in America's top fashion magazines. Ajnd the 
sales in 1994 were C$78 million and it is expected that the figure would top up to 
C$150 million in 1995. 
MAC has been busy revolutionizing the industry- bringing professional quality 
to the public to places other than its home country. The company inked a deal with 
mega make-up marketer Estee Lauder, The large group has signed a joint venture 
contract with a competitor, under the terms of which it will handle MAC's worldwide 
distribution outside North America�Estee Lauder will have no say in the development 
of products. Estee Lauder played a really important role in the startup of the Hong 
Kong counter. It chose the location and carried out market study for MAC, For daily 
operations, it is responsible for the physical distribution, and warehouse and inventory 
management. The company did not disclose how they share the profit. But, it is 
known that in 1995, the make-up sales, enhanced by MAC and Bobbie Brown, 
increased 22% to US$273.4 million. 
There are about 110 MAC outlets in Canada, the U.S. and the U.K. - the latest 
in London, Dallas, Atlanta, San Francisco, and Chicago. In early 1995, it made its 
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debut in Paris at Galeries Lafayette. Its first step in Asia has been to open its first 
outlet in November 1995 in Seibu Department Store, Hong Kong. The company plans 
to step into Milan, Hamburg and Japan soon after. 
The company also brings in patients with skin conditions resulting from cancer 
or burns and mixing custom products to match their unusual akin texture or color. 
The company is doing the same with people who are allergic to specific ingredients. 
'We 're working on getting to the point where we open an allergy 
clinic. That 's when cosmetics can really mean something. ” 
Marketing Objective of Setting the Hong Kong Counter 
Since MAC is a private company, it cannot give us very concrete sales 
objective to us. They just said that it expects that there are about 130-150 visitors 
come to the counter in Seibu. Out of these visitors, it hopes that 70-80% would make 
a purchase and each purchase would be worth around HK$500 on the average. By 
using these figures, it can be estimated that the sales objective in the first year would 
be around HK$16 million. 
MAC is now very satisfied with the sales in Hong Kong. They are quite 




MAC started up as a very small company serving only the niche market of 
professionals now becomes quite a well known brand distributing its products in many 
places. The entrepreneur, Frank Toskan, has his own philosophies, and concerns a lot 
about the social aspect of the community. His vision is to make its products available 
to everyone over the world. MAC is working hard to try to achieve its objectives. 





This chapter will show the picture of the color cosmetic market in Hong Kong 
and identify competitors in the market. The target group of MAC would then be 
discovered. 
Market and Competitors 
The total expenditure on cosmetics in Hong Kong is about HK$11.7 billion 
which accounts for 13.4% of the Asian market. The amount equals to per capita 
spending of HK$l,900 on cosmetics annually, the highest among Asian countries 
(Appendix 3: Table 1). From government statistics, the import value ofperfumery and 
cosmetics has doubled between 1990 and 1994 from HK$2 billion to 4 billion 
(Appendix 3: Table 2). The market shows signs of rapid growth particularly in 1993 
and 1994. These show that the purchasing power of cosmetics users is still high in 
Hong Kong. 
There are lots of competitors in the color cosmetics sector. There are big 
giants which are already well-established for a long time in Hong Kong, like Christian 
Dior, Revlon, Maxfactor, Chanel, Estee Lauder, ... etc. Some are using new concepts 
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and different distribution method to attract customers, like Body Shop and Red Earth. 
Some are mainly targeting at the mass market, like Maybelline, Cover Girl, ... etc. 
There are few which are very similar to MAC emphasizing its profession, like Shu 
Uemura, Covermark, and Bobbie Brown. These may be MAC's direct competitors. 
However, MAC thinks that it is different. 
“I didn 't wake up in 1989 like every other company and decide there 
were black women out there to be exploited. We 've always had a large 
black clientele, a large Asian clientele, A lot of companies tend to 
avoid the people who aren，t going to give them the big bucks, the 
volume. ” 
The company believes that it has no competitors and it is just doing its own 
business. The competitive advantages of MAC are its products, the services and the 
image. 
"Never bother whether you are the best in the market, just do the best 
out ofyour own resources. ” 
Target Group 
In the cosmetics industry, demographic factors provide a convenient base for 
segmenting the market. Income also plays a major part in consumer buying behavior. 
The female working population including working housewives are much more willing 
to spend on beauty products. By contrast, the youth market consists largely of the 
student population, and their spending power is much less. 
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MAC is selling trendy products at a reasonable price which young people can 
afford and it thinks that its products are for all races, all ages, and all sexes. So, 
actually, it does not have very explicit segmentation and it considers everyone as its 
potential customer. 
“You look at our counters, and you 7/ find a conservative woman, 
you 'll find a young, old，black, white, male, female, rich, poor, biker 
chic, or a drag queen. ” 
However, it is very obvious to observe that those younger people who are "in" 
the trend would most probably be its customers. Also, as now, it isjust a start in Hong 
Kong, the company said that they will first try to capture those with age between 16-
40 first, and then will expand gradually to other age groups. They said that customers 
spend in the average about HK$500 per purchase. 
Summary 
It is found out that the color cosmetic market in Hong Kong is quite huge and 
has much potential to be explored, even there are many competitors existed. It is also 
interesting to know that MAC does not have any explicit segmentation on its target 
market. According to Dr. Steilen's Marketing System Model, after having looked at 
various analyses on the external environment and the company profile, found out the 
market segmentation, and known the marketing objectives, the next step should be to 
look at the market strategy. The six aspects of the market strategy would be told in 
the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CURRENT MARKETING STRATEGIES 
In this chapter, all those strategies, namely product strategy, price strategy, 
communication strategy, services and salesforce strategy, and distribution strategy, 
which make up the market strategy would be talked about. By looking closer at these 
strategies, it could be found out if the company is doing the right things at the right 
time when combined with all other findings. 
Product Strategy 
As mentioned before, MAC aims at providing products for all ages, all sexes, 
and all races, and it thinks that there is nothing which costs you several hundred dollars 
can really make your skin younger. In the Seibu counter, it has all the basic color 
cosmetic products for face, cheek, eye, lip, and nail available. It also sells some hair 
care products, tools and accessories, and make-up cleansers (Appendix 2). And 
according to the shop manager, the best-selling category is lipstick. 
“I，ve always believed in giving the customers what they need and I 
could never limit it to six colors of foundation. We have thirty-
something" 
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MAC is very famous for its wide color spectrum, especially the earth-tone 
color. It has more shades and some are so subtly differentiated that only a pro can tell. 
Its special texture is another distinctive characteristic. MAC products provides depth, 
and matte fmish which is distinguished from other brands which provide a shiny and 
glossy finish. The toned down color becomes the fashion symbol for young ladies who 
are trendy and after the “Mod Look". 
The company also spends a lot of efforts on R&D for products and alternatives 
to animal testing. All ingredients used are natural and products have no fragrance. 
MAC products are especially suitable for studio make-up. It is better for photography 
because it can prevent melting and color change under high temperature and 
fluorescent lighting. 
Price Strategy 
The price of MAC products is quite low. When compared to the market, it 
should be in the middle. There is no discount or special promotion, like free gift or 
coupon. Some people complain that when compared to the price in Canada, it is much 
more expensive to buy here, and it is almost doubled. The company explained that this 
is the case for all brands, since buying cosmetics in Hong Kong is much expensive due 
to the high transportation cost. 
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being used to spell out, “VIVA GLAM" (Appendix 2). This ad was actually used for 
promoting the AIDS program of MAC, but not for the products. The sales of VIVA 
GLAM have reached C$3 million, which is quite encouraging. The main theme ofthis 
ad is to tell people, "Just do whatever you are happy with. You have your own rights 
to choose your image and outlook. Everyone can be beautiful." 
"Be who you are, not what some cosmetic company tellsyou to he. ” 
Services and Salesforce Strategy 
In the Seibu counter, there are ten persons: seven on the shop floor, two in the 
store-room, and one shop manager. They perform sales and the "Tailor-make-up" 
services. Since different people will need different colors, the Tailor-make-up service 
is to help clients to find their own colors which look the best on their faces. 
The women and men behind the counter, all of whom are trained make-up 
artists, wear the de rigeur uniform: head-to-toe black garb and full face of make-up. 
They are experienced, professional, informative, and helpful. The company said that it 
puts the focus on the people behind the counter. It is a subtle, but highly effective, 
marketing ploy that further solidifies the brand's image as the choice of people in the 
know. 
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The company provides standardized training on products, sales practices, and 
make-up techniques for all salespersons. Also, services and shop floor layout are all 
standardized over the world (Appendix 2). 
"We don ’t have to have the kinds of people behind our counters that 
are bullshitting the customer. ” 
Distribution Strategy 
Now, the company has only one counter in Hong Kong in the Seibu 
Department Store. The choice of the location is excellent. The Seibu Department 
Store is located in the Pacific Place - The Mall which has really high traffic. Lots of 
people pass by there everyday. 
MAC is located on the first floor in Seibu, and this is different from all other 
cosmetic brands, all of which are located on the second floor. Things selling on the 
first floor are obviously targeting those young people who are looking for trendy stuff 
Three observations, one in the morning of a weekday, one in the evening of a 
weekday, and one in the afternoon of a weekend, were carried out. By observations, 
there are always more people visiting the MAC counter than any other counters on the 
second floor. This indicated that besides the choice of the location which makes the 
shop always flooded with visitors, there should be other reasons contributing to this. 
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Summary 
MAC is famous for its wide range of choices, which is one of its strengths over 
other competitors. Its products are sold at a reasonably low price with high quality. It 
never advertises in any media because it believes that "word-of-mouth" is the most 
effective way to make MAC being known. Though it does not have any 
advertisement, there are many reputed people using its product and this help promote 
the brandname. MAC tries the best to provide the best services and the best salesforce 
to its customers. In order to start its business in Hong Kong, it chose to open a store 
in the Seibu, and this gave a perfect match in its image and target customers. The next 




MAC does not advertise, therefore, not much magazines featured it. The 
company does not try to fmd one celebrity to speak for its products. 
'We haven ’t put a face up there and said, This is the kind of customer 
we think should he using our product. ” 
The major way that people get known of MAC is through word of mouth. 
Actually, the outlook of the salespersons in the MAC counter and the layout of the 
shop floor all are communicating messages to the public. They are trying to create a 
"weird image" and project the shop as a place for chic. The public relations are limited 
in Hong Kong. So, local magazines and newspapers seldom talk about MAC. 
Endorsement of Celebrities 
Though MAC does not formally have endorsement of celebrities for its 
products, it gets a boost from its list of reputed clients. People like Princess Diana, 
Michelle PfeifFer, Madonna, Michael Jackson, Jodie Foster, Linda Evangelista, Naomi 
Campbell are all sporting the stuff. This unsolicited endorsement of celebrities is 
proved to be an excellent way to advertise. 
MAC never advertises, but once. It had RuPaul, a seven-foot black “super 
drag queen" to be the "MAC girl". The ad showed various images of Ru, looking 
positively resplendent in a red patent leather bustier with matching thigh-high boots. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DATA ANALYSIS AND Ds[TERPRETATION 
In this chapter, information collected from the personal interviews by using the 
self-designed questionnaire is analyzed. Firstly, the profile of interviewees is 
investigated in order to see the demographic characteristics of color cosmetics users in 
Hong Kong. Then, interviewees are divided into users and non-users, and the buying 
behavior, brand loyalty and brand awareness of users are explored. Finally, the buying 
behavior, brand loyalty and brand awareness ofMAC visitors and MAC purchasers are 
studied. The aim of this analysis is to compare those who knew MAC with general 
color cosmetics users so as to figure out the way which can be used by MAC to 
market its products in Hong Kong. 
Interviewee Profile 
233 personal interviews had been conducted in four different areas. They were 
Admiralty (28%), Tsim Sha Tsui (24%), Mongkok (26%) and Tsuen Wan (22%). 
Both male (25%) and female (75%) were being interviewed. Those outside the age 
range of 16-40 were screened out. The distribution of interviewees by age is as 
follows. (For details, see Appendix 4: Chart 1-6.) 
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Age 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Percentage 6 一 42 2^ 22 6 
Among all the interviewees, 74% had purchased color cosmetic products 
before (Appendix 4: Chart 7). It was not surprising that most male did not buy color 
cosmetics, and most female did buy (Appendix 3: Table 3). It was also seen that for 
female, the percentage of those who did not buy color cosmetics was higher in the age 
group of36-40 than in the others (Appendix 3: Table 4). 
Ofthese who had made purchase before, 92% were actually users (Appendix 4: 
Chart 8). It was interesting to note that there were some male (45%) who really used 
color cosmetics. It was found out that some were actually model either full-time or 
part-time, and some were wearing color cosmetics due to their own interests 
(Appendix 4: Chart 9). For those who were not users of color cosmetics, they were 
actually buying for gifts. 
About Color Cosmetic Users in General 
Buyer Behavior and Brand Loyalty 
From the data, most people (34%) went to visit cosmetic shops at least once 
every three-month (Appendix 4: Chart 10). It was noticed that older people tended to 
visit cosmetic shops less frequently (Appendix 3: Table 5). 
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It was found out that most people (50%) visited cosmetic shops because they 
had something to buy in mind and wanted to search for those things (Appendix 4: 
Chart 11). There was a higher percentage of people who said that they visited 
cosmetic shops to have a look at new color cosmetic products in age group of 21-25 
than in the others (Appendix 3: Table 6). It may be because people in this age group 
were more likely to search for new and trendy things, and they wanted to keep 
themselves updated. 
Many people said that they would make a purchase every visit (24%), or every 
other visit (27%). This could be related to the reason why they visited cosmetic shops. 
Since they always had something to buy in mind, they could make a purchase every 
visit or every other visit. Many (28%) said that they did not have a fixed frequency to 
buy, they would buy whenever they saw something they liked (Appendix 4: Chart 12). 
When related to the frequency of visiting cosmetic shops, it could be found that most 
people (36%) made at least one purchase every three-month (Appendix 4: Chart 13). 
There were very few people (6%) who use only one brand for all categories of 
color cosmetic products (Appendix 4: Chart 14). This told us that people would make 
independent decisions on buying different product categories since different brands 
would have their own strength in different categories. 
For lip and nail categories, people were found to be less loyal, while for cheek, 
eye, and face categories, people were more loyal (Appendix 4: Chart 15). This may be 
due to the facts that cheek, eye and face products have higher involvement risks. 
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people would be more careful in choosing these products. In contrast, lip and nail 
have lower involvement risks relative to the above products, so people are less loyal 
towards these two products. It was noticed that there was a higher percentage of 
professionals used cheek, eye and face products than other occupations. (Appendix 3: 
Table 7). This was because that better appearance was needed to build the 
professional image. Therefore, the usage of these products was higher as they would 
be more possible to have a full make-up. The usage rate of various products except lip 
products was relatively low in age group of36-40 (Appendix 3: Table 8). 
When people were asked for the reasons why they shifted to other brands, they 
always gave the answers, “to search for new color”，“to search for new brand and try 
new things", “the fashion changed", "own taste changed", “difficult to find a perfect 
brand", or "recommended by friends". If they were asked why they stuck to only one 
brand, they said, “satisfied with the present brand and quality" or “seldom use, so don't 
bother to change". 
Most people went to cosmetic retail stores to buy color cosmetics (Appendix 4: 
Chart 16). The reasons were that there were a wide variety of brands for the 
customers to choose from at the same time and the selling price there was usually 
lower than those in specialty stores/counters. 
It has been found that the five most important criteria in choosing color 
cosmetics in descending order were quality (728), price (510), sale services (385), 
performance (378) and fashion (264) (Appendix 2: Table 9). This list of criteria 
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implied that people were looking for products with good quality at a reasonable price. 
The sale services should be good. The products should also give good performance 
after application and be fashionable. 
It was worth to look at the least important criteria. The two least important 
ones were packaging and convenience to reach (Appendix 3: Table 9). These showed 
that people did not require very special packaging and they did not mind running a 
long way to buy the products as long as they had high quality. These findings were 
quite favorable to MAC since it has very generic packaging and only one outlet in 
Hong Kong. 
The most common channels that people got information about color cosmetics 
were through friends/relatives and newspapers/magazines (Appendix 3: Table 10). 
People usually get information from friends/relatives since color cosmetics are really 
one of the most common daily chatting topics among female, and they care a lot about 
their appearance. Magazine is another major channel that most cosmetic marketers 
would use to communicate to potential customers. Also, in those fashion and beauty 
magazines, there would be articles giving information and tips to readers on make-up. 
Though there were not much color cosmetic ads on TV, people still thought it 
as a quite important channel to get information (Appendix 3: Table 10). For radio, 
there was actually no ad about color cosmetics, so people seldom got information 
through this channel (Appendix 3: Table 10). However, it was a bit surprising to find 
that not much people got information from the point-of-purchase (POP) (Appendix 3: 
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Table 10). The reason might be that respondents did not regard “shopping around" as 
a way to get information. They did not conceptualize the information search process 
through the point-of-purchase. So, there were not many people choosing POP as a 
channel to get information. It was quite interesting to see that more people with higher 
education chose POP as a major channel to get information (Appendix 3: Table 11). 
MTE7KCR lightboxy^billboard was another not very important channel (Appendix 3: 
Table 10). First of all’ there were not many cosmetic ads placed on these places. 
Secondly, these were actually not very effective way to advertise. Hong Kong people 
are always in rush, they just do not pay attention to those ads when they are traveling 
around and rushing to other places. Also, the exposure is limited to those who travel 
around that place. 
Awareness Level Among Different Brands 
In the questionnaire, fifteen brandnames, all of which put certain efforts on 
color cosmetics, were given to the respondents to see the awareness levels of these 
different brands. These fifteen brands can be classified into five groups. And the 
classification was based on several factors which are price, status and image, target 
group, and promotion and distribution methods. 
Group 1 - Christian Dior, Guerlain, Chanel, Estee Lauder, Sonia Rykiel and Shiseido 
Group 2 - Revlon, Maxfactor and Kanebo 
Group 3 - Body Shop and Red Earth 
Group 4 - Covermark, Shu Uemura and MAC 
Group 5 - Maybelline 
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It was expected that some in Group 1 and 2 would have very high awareness 
level, whereas those in Group 4 would have very low awareness level (Appendix 3: 
Table 12). This was much to do with promotion and advertising efforts or even 
distribution methods. 
It was found that in general, blue collar had a lower awareness level on 
different brands, except some really very well-known ones, like Chanel, Christian Dior 
and Body Shop (Appendix 3: Table 13). This might be due to the lifestyle of them, 
they seldom used or did not have the needs to use. So, they never bothered with the 
brandnames. In general, male had a lower awareness level on different brands too, 
except some very famous one (Appendix 3: Table 14). Male did not pay much 
attention to color cosmetics. It was also noticed that people in age group of36-40 had 
a higher awareness level towards certain brands which also offer skin care products, 
since they paid more attention to skin care (Appendix 3: Table 15). 
For MAC, it was as expected that people in age groups ofl6-20 and 21-25 had 
a relatively higher awareness level (Appendix 3: Table 16). Awareness level among 
male was much lower than female (Appendix 3: Table 17). This was because that 
MAC was a new brand and has no advertising. Also, males seldom talk about color 
cosmetics when chatting with each other. So, it was not surprising that the awareness 
level was low. It was funny to see that the awareness level among housewives was 
also low (Appendix 3: Table 18). In fact, housewives have an image which is quite 
different from MAC. They should be more mature and conservative. And since they 
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did not have ajob, they would have less social life. This should be why the awareness 
level was so low. 
After looking at the results of Shu Uemura and Covermark, it was shown that 
they were very similar to MAC (Appendix 3: Table 19-24). These two brands are 
actually very similar to MAC and they are grouped together in Group 4. So, it was as 
expected that they had very similar results. 
About Those Who Know MAC 
MAC Visitors 
Among those who knew MAC, about 39% had ever visited the MAC cosmetic 
store in Hong Kong. (Appendix 4: Chart 17) With its 42% awareness level, this 
visiting level exhibited a satisfactory performance for a new brand. 
From the data collected, it was found that MAC visitors exhibited some 
differences on buying behavior when compared with non-MAC visitors. 
More MAC visitors were users of color cosmetic products for cheek, face and 
eye than non-MAC visitors. At the same time, these MAC visitors were less loyal to 
the brand they used than non-MAC visitor. (Appendix 4: Chart 18 & 19) Also, more 
MAC visitors tended to choose "fashion" as the most important factor in buying color 
cosmetics than non-MAC visitors. (Appendix 4: Chart 20) 
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The above results showed that people visited MAC were those who actively 
looking for news brands of color cosmetics. At the same time, they were attracted by 
the fashionable image ofMAC. 
MAC Purchasers 
Among those visited the MAC shop in Hong Kong, approximately 39% had 
ever purchased color cosmetics from there. (Appendix 4: chart 21) This figure was 
quite different from the figure claimed by the company and the one obtained from 
observation. The shop manager claimed that around 70 to 80% of MAC visitors 
would make a purchase while the one obtained from observation was about only 50 to 
60%. 
These differences might deal to different focuses. The focus of the 
questionnaire was on color cosmetics only, while the shop manager were referred to 
the whole shop, which included product lines other than color cosmetics. The 
observation made was also on the whole shop but not only on one product line. 
Moreover, the possible sampling error associated with the personal interviews; the time 
in conducting observation; and the reliability of the shop manager could explain the 
differences to a certain extent. 
The product that most people bought was lipstick, 100% of those who had 
purchased from MAC did buy lipsticks. Other products included lipliner, eyeshadow. 
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foundation and cheek blush. (Appendix 3: Table 24) This result was matched with the 
present sales trend of the company that lipstick was so far the best selling item. The 
result also showed that most MAC purchasers were attracted by the company's 
lipsticks. 
Information Channels 
Among those who have heard of MAC, 72% got known of it through friends 
or relatives and 42% through newspaper or magazine. (Appendix 4: Chart 22 & 23) 
These two figures were far greater than the ones of other information channels such as 
TV ad, radio ad, point of purchase, MTR or KCR lightbox (Appendix 4: Chart 24 -
27). This reflected that "word of mouth" was the most common way for people to 
know MAC and it was matched with the company's intended communication strategy. 
Moreover, even though the company did not have any advertisements in newspaper or 
magazine, the fame of the brand and the good public relations of the company made 
featuring in top fashion magazines as another good way to promote MAC. 
Another point worth mentioning here is that some respondents cited TV ad, 
radio ad and MTR or KCR lightbox as the way they got known ofMAC, even though 
the company did not have any such activities. (Appendix 4: Chart 24, 25 & 27) This 
result showed that the respondents might confuse MAC with other brands of cosmetics 
or were unable to recall correct information. 
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Furthermore, the 11% in point of purchase revealed that not many people got 
known of MAC because of passing by the shop. Therefore, although MAC was 
located in a high traffic flow shopping mall, very few people got aware of it because of 
its location. 
Intention to Buy 
Among those who heard ofMAC but never visit the store in Hong Kong, when 
asked their intention to buy color cosmetics from MAC in the future, 17% said 
“certainly yes", 35% gave the answer “likely” and 31% said "don't know” Only 7% 
and 9% of the respondents gave the answer "certainly not" and “not likely" 
respectively. (Appendix 4: Chart 28) On a 5 point scale with 1 equaled to "certainly 
not” and 5 equaled to "certainly yes", the mean score was 3.4479, which was between 
“likely” and "don't know". This result revealed that in general people had a positive 
attitude towards the MAC shop in Hong Kong and there was still great potential for 
the development ofMAC in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, when the respondents were divided into two sex groups, it was 
found that female had greater intention to buy than male. About 56% of female 
respondents showed a positive intention to buy from MAC in the future, that is either 
“likely，，or "certainly yes"; while the figure was only 25% for male respondents. 
(Appendix 4: Chart 29) The mean score in the 5 point scale was 3.57 for female 
respondents but only 2.58 for male respondents. This result exhibited that even though 
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MAC aimed at providing its products for both sex, the color cosmetics market in Hong 
Kong was still dominated by female. 
When asked what products did they intend to buy, lipstick was cited by over 
90% of the respondents. Other products included powder (6%) and lipliner (4%). This 
reflected that lipstick was the most famous product line in MAC and was the most 
attractive item for new visitors. (Appendix 3: Table 26) 
Impression on MAC 
On the whole, respondents' impression over MAC was quite positive, such as 
high quality, high prestige, wide variety of choice, good performance, trendy, high 
popularity and good sales service. (Appendix 3: Table 27) This result could explain 
why people in general had a positive intention to buy color cosmetics from the MAC 
shop in the future. Among all the factors, the highest mean score was found in the 
“fashion” aspect, i.e. 4.0103. This result reflected that MAC was a very up-trend 
product in people's mind and this "fashion" factor could be the unique selling point for 
attracting customers. 
When compared this impression with factors people would consider in buying 
color cosmetics, it was found that MAC performed quite good in some of the most 
important factors: quality, performance and fashion. This further reflected that there 
was great potential for the development ofMAC in Hong Kong. 
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Among all these factors, only the "price" and "convenient to reach" ones had a 
negative score, but the scores were not really very low. Price was perceived a bit high. 
This perceived price might be deal to the perceived high prestige and perceived high 
quality. In general, people believed in price-quality relationship. High price usually 
associated with high quality. Therefore, those did not actually visit the shop might 
perceived the price as a bit high. Then, the 2.6598 mean score was not necessary a 
negative one for MAC. Moreover, this perceived high price might be somehow related 
to the gray market of MAC products in Hong Kong. Since the selling prices in gray 
market were about 10% lower than the official prices in MAC shop, people then would 
find that the product prices were a bit too high in MAC shop. 
The mean score of "convenient to reach” was 2.6082，which was the lowest 
one among all factors. Even though the score was not really very low, this result 
showed that people felt a bit inconvenient to reach MAC products. This inconvenience 
could be explained by fact that only one shop was set up in Hong Kong and people 
could fmd no other formal channels to get reach ofit. 
When compared the above result with the intended image of the company, it 
was found that most of the factors were basically in the same pattern. (Appendix 3: 
Table 28) However, greater discrepancies existed in some factors, such as packaging, 
variety of choice, performance, fashion and sales service. One interesting point here 
was the result of “packaging”. The company intended to sell image of "generic" 
packaging, however, consumer perceived it as not “generic” but also not “special” as 
the mean score was 3.0000. The other discrepancies meant that even consumers' 
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perception were in the intended direction, the company should place more effort in 
those aspects in order to reach the ideal points. 
Moreover, when respondents were asked to use a phrase to describe MAC, 
"fashion and trendy" were cited by 27% of them. Other phrases given by more than 
one respondents included lot of choices, value for money, good quality, young, cool, 
cheap, simple, special, expensive, and new brand. (Appendix 3: Table 28) This result 
further supported that "fashion" was the most unique thing people find in MAC 
products and this could be used as the unique selling point to attract customers. 
Summary 
From the above analysis, it was found that color cosmetics were commonly 
used by people in Hong Kong and the market was dominated by female. In general, 
users of color cosmetics had a low level ofbrand loyalty, visited cosmetics shops when 
they want to buy something, and made purchase at least once every three months. 
They liked to purchase color cosmetics in cosmetic retail stores and considered quality, 
price, sales service, performance and fashion as the five most important criteria in 
choosing color cosmetics. They got information about color cosmetics from 
friends/relatives and newspaper/magazines most frequently. Users with different 
demographic profile also showed different awareness level towards different types of 
brands. 
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Moreover, the result showed that MAC visitors exhibited different buying 
behavior from non-MAC visitors. They were less loyal and more emphasis on fashion 
in choosing color cosmetics. Most people got known of MAC through 
friends/relatives and newspaper/magazines and liked to buy lipsticks from MAC. The 
research also revealed that people had a positive attitude towards MAC, especially 
females and were most satisfied with the fashion aspect of MAC. The next chapter 
/ 
will discuss the implications of the above research findings in detail. 
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CHAPTER VII 
IMPLICATION OF FmDLNGS 
Low Loyalty 
From the above analysis, it was found that in general people were not loyal in 
color cosmetics, especially in lipsticks and nail polish. They liked to switch between 
different brands in order to try new things, to keep themselves up-dated, and to search 
the brands which really suitable for themselves. This low loyalty was favorable to the 
development of MAC since it was a new brand with trendy image. Furthermore, at 
present, consumers appealed by MAC were those actively looking for new things. 
Therefore, it seems that the company could use its unique image to gain more sales. 
However, this also posed a problem for MAC to lock in its customers, especially at the 
time that it was established for a long time that make them not new to consumers. 
“Word-of-mouth” 
Moreover, it was found that the awareness level ofMAC was quite high even it 
did not do any advertisements in Hong Kong but depended mainly on “word of 
mouth". This could be explained by the research findings which showed that friends or 
relatives were the most common channel for consumers to get information about color 
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cosmetics. This implied that "word of mouth" was the most important communication 
channel that color cosmetics company could use. 
Criteria in Selecting the Shop and Making Purchase 
Also, the above analysis revealed that consumers like to purchase color 
cosmetics in retail stores which sell large variety of brands and product types. This 
implied that variety of choice is a very important factor to attract consumers to visit 
the shop, but it was not necessary mean making real purchases. Then, in making the 
purchases, quality, price, fashion and performance were the dominate factors to 
influence consumers' decisions. 
Importance of Point of Purchase Material and Salesperson 
In addition, research findings showed that consumers visited cosmetics shop 
because they had something to buy in mind. However, in most cases, they did not 
have a fixed brand in mind as their loyalty level towards color cosmetics was quite low. 
Therefore, whenever they had something in mind to buy, they would shop around to 
choose the one suitable for themselves. This implied that cosmetics shops could attract 
customers through point of purchase material and salespersons. Point of purchase 
material could be used to display the availability of wide variety of choices in order to 
attract visitors. Then salespersons could make influence on consumers' decision on 
purchasing any specific product items. Moreover, good salesperson could create 
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impulse purchases of items other than the intended to buy one since most people made 
purchases only once per three months. 
Success Factors ofMAC 
Finally, the research findings showed that the success of MAC could be 
basically explained by the company's "fashion" and "new to the market". This up-
trend product could then create “word-of-mouth，，that further promote the company's 
unique image which appealed most to the younger generation. This unique image did 
not stand on its own, it was supported by good product quality, especially in texture, 
wide variety of choice, good sales services and good location. All these made lipsticks 
from MAC a very famous one. 
Weaknesses ofMAC 
On the other hand, it was found that the company's segmentation over its 
target market was too board. The company said that its target was people in both sex 
and within the age group of sixteen to forty. However, from the above analysis, it was 
believed that MAC appealed most to the younger generation and female. First, it was 
because the color cosmetics market in Hong Kong was still dominated by female 
consumers. Second, the younger generation was more likely to search new things 
actively, to be trendy, and can afford only middle range price products. Moreover, it 
was found that distribution network for MAC was not enough in Hong Kong since 
people find that it was not easy to get reach ofMAC products. 
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Conclusion 
Consequently, here comes the issue concerning the future development of 
MAC in Hong Kong. Viewing its satisfactory performance over the past five months, 
it is a logical step for MAC to consider ways to sustain its performance and to expand 
its market coverage. The following chapter will discuss the recommendations for 




The main purpose of the following recommendations is to help MAC to sustain 
its present performance while at the same time to have growth. The recommendations 
will be organized into five strategies (in which services strategy and salesforce strategy 
are combined to discuss together) of the marketing system being discussed before. 
Before discussing the marketing strategies, it is recommended that the company should 
narrow the focus of its target market into females between the age of 16 to 30. This 
segment shows greater need in color cosmetics and is matched with the present image 
ofMAC. As a result, the following recommendations will focus on this segment only. 
Product Strategy 
It is recommended that MAC should keep its products trendy or even set the 
trend for the market. Since “fashion” was MAC's unique selling point for attracting 
customers, the company should maintain this uniqueness. The main purpose is to 
never let customer feel outdated. As an international company, the company can 
import some new things from other countries when creating the trend. Also, since 
cosmetics are closely related to fashion, in developing new products or new colors, the 
company should be in line with the most recent fashion trends. Customers like to 
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switch to different brands in order to try new things. By providing them more choices 
and more new colors, consumers will stick to the same brand. And gradually, loyalty 
towards this brand can be developed. 
Moreover, a wide variety of choice should be available to maintain existing 
customers. As mentioned, wide variety of choice is the most important reason that 
consumers visit a cosmetics shop. This variety is in terms of both number of product 
category and choices within one product category. At present, three product lines are 
available in the MAC store in Hong Kong, they are face essential collection, hair care 
collection, and tools and accessories. It is recommended that another product line: 
skin care, should also be introduced to Hong Kong in order to provide a more 
comprehensive overall image to the company. Choices within one product category 
can be expanded by adding more different colors, especially for color cosmetic items. 
In product development, the company should maintain the quality standard to 
meet the expectation of customers. Since cosmetics is considered as a high 
involvement product, its quality can affect consumers' confidence over it directly. So 
good and consistent quality is a another good way for MAC to lock in customers. 




As recommended, the target market of MAC will be the younger generation 
within the age group of 16 to 30. It is believed that among these consumers, many of 
them are students with limited consumption power and cannot afford high price 
products. On the other hand, as MAC had already established an image ofhigh quality 
and high prestige, a low price may adversely affect this image. Therefore，it is 
recommended that the company should maintain its product prices at the present level, 
i.e. medium in the market. This price level will be affordable by the majority of its 
target market and, at the same time, be consistent with the established image. 
Moreover, the unique selling point of MAC is "fashion". As a fashionable 
product, new colors will be introduced one after one in a rather fast pace. Therefore, a 
high price may hinder consumers' action in buying the newest color. The medium 
prices allow consumers to continuously change the one they used by the most up-dated 
one. 
Communication Strategy 
First of all, it is recommended that the company should maintain a consistent 
international image and not do any advertising. Since it is found that "word-of-mouth" 
is a very important information channel of color cosmetics, it is recommended that 
MAC can again emphasis this channel as before. In creating positive “word-of-
mouth”，the company should provide its customer satisfied experience. This is 
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supported by good products and services. However, since many celebrities in Hong 
Kong were using color cosmetics of MAC, the company can also use this informal 
endorsement of celebrities as a way to create awareness and "word-of-mouth". 
Moreover, the company can use its salesperson to communicate the MAC 
image to consumers. Salespersons all wear MAC's color cosmetics in a way to let 
consumers easily identify and recognize the MAC image; and this trendy image can be 
more deeply rooted in the mind of consumers. 
Feature story in top fashion magazines is another good way to get the brand to 
become well-known. The company should build up better PR relations with the press, 
especially in Hong Kong. Even though MAC is always featured by international 
fashion magazines, it is not the same in Hong Kong. The company should try to focus 
on local fashion magazines especially for the young generation in Hong Kong. 
Finally, it is found that communication is not enough in the MAC shop in Hong 
Kong, as the charity events organized by the company are not known to most 
consumers, such as the set up of AIDS Fund and the Back-to-MAC recycling program. 
The company can develop more point of purchase material to promote such activities. 
In addition, the point of purchase materials and shop display should emphasis the wide 
variety of choices ofMAC in order to attract more visitors. 
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Services and Salesforce Strategy 
Salespersons are very important in providing satisfied services for creating 
positive "word-of-mouth"; in communicating the MAC image; and in influencing 
consumers to make the real purchase. Therefore, the company should pay extra 
attention in recruiting and training salespersons. 
In recruitment, the image of the recruited salespersons should be matched with 
the trendy image of the products. Or the salespersons should be willing to wear MAC 
cosmetics as part of their daily work. Moreover, salespersons should be trained to be 
professional that can provide expert advises and tailor-made services to consumers. 
As different product lines are selling in MAC, salespersons should be trained in all 
these products. Therefore, when consumers visit the shop, salespersons can create 
possible impulse purchase of items other than the one intended to buy in mind. 
Distribution Strategy 
In order to expand its market coverage, it seems reasonable for MAC to 
expand its distribution channels. Such a move can let consumers to get reach of the 
MAC products more easily. It is recommended that MAC should use another 
innovative distribution method rather than open up new shops. 
The innovative distribution method is to sell MAC products in shops that sell 
other brands or other product types. In selecting such a shop, image match is in the 
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first priority since "fashion" is the unique selling point of MAC. Therefore, the 
selected shop should have a consistent image with MAC. As cosmetics is closely 
related to fashion, boutiques that sell trendy and up-dated item would be a very good 
choice for MAC. However, since many of the well-known brands in fashion have 
already developed their own color cosmetics, the company should select the one that 
do not have such a product line. This can avoid making consumers confused with the 
two brands of color cosmetics and avoid any association of quality, price and prestige 
between the two brands of color cosmetics. Another key consideration is target 
customers. The selected shop should also target at the younger generation in Hong 
Kong and be affordable by even students. 
As a result, it is recommended that MAC can co-operate with shops like Green 
Peace and DKNY which are matched with MAC no matter in image, target customers, 
locations or availability of color cosmetics. 
Summary 
In order to sustain its growth, it is recommended that MAC should target at the 
females of the younger generation as the image between them is more consistent. 
Moreover, the company should provide them trendy products which are in good and 
consistent quality. The company should also provide a wider variety of choices to 
customers, which is in terms of both breadth and depth. This means to provide more 
different product categories and more choices within one product category. The 
products should be priced in the medium range so as to maintain the company image 
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and cater to the buying behavior and consumption power of the target segment. 
Informal celebrities endorsement, in-store communication, "word-of-mouth", 
salespersons and public relations are the way that can be used by MAC to 
communicate its products and image. Also, good sales service should be provided. 
The good products and services will create satisfied purchasing experience and lead to 
positive “word-of-mouth”. Finally, for expansion, more distribution channels should 
be opened up by co-operating with some local trendy fashion brands, such as DKNY 




The limitations of this study stem mainly from the questionnaire, the sample, 
and the process of data collection. 
As the questionnaire used for personal interviews is structured with fixed-
alternative questions, respondents do not have the opportunity to express their 
opinions freely. They may be forced to choose answers that cannot accurately reflect 
their opinions. 
The second limitation is the external validity of the sample. During the 
sampling, the selected respondents may not accurately represent the entire population 
of the targets, as no control is done on the sex ratio, education level, income and age 
distributions. Also, due to limited time and resources, the samples included in the 
descriptive research is only 233. Therefore, the conclusions made in this research may 
not appropriately extend to describe the behavior of the entire population. 
Moreover, the personal interviews of this study are conducted by two 
interviewers who have different backgrounds, and have no formal training in 
conducting personal interviews. Therefore, instrument variation may result from the 
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variation in the administration of the personal interview because it is not possible to 
ensure that all the interviewers asked the questions in the same manner. 
In the exploratory research, there is limited literature on the cosmetics industry 
in Hong Kong. Also, the company interviewed is not willing to disclose their financial 
data. Therefore, the information collected may not be comprehensive enough to 
provide accurate recommendations. 
In addition, the noncoverage and over coverage problem in conducting 
personal interviews might affect the accuracy of the final result. Since the personal 
interviews are carried out in four locations, targets out of these four locations are 
excluded. But these excluded targets might have considerable effect on the research 
result. For over coverage, people always do their shopping in the four selected areas 
might have higher probability to be selected as interviewees and which might create 






CUHK, MBA Final Year Project 
Screening Question: 
Is your age within the range of 16-40? Yes (Go to question 1) 
No (Thankyou) 
Section I: Buying Behavior and Loyalty 
1 • Have you ever purchased color cosmetic product? 
Yes (Go to question 2) 
No (Go to question 11) 
2. Are you a user of color cosmetics? 
Yes (Go to question 3) 
No 
If no, why did you buy color cosmetic products? 
(Go to question 8) 
3. How often did you visit cosmetic shops? 
At least once a week At least once a month 
At least once every three-month At least once every half-year 
At least once a year Others (please specify) 
4. Why did you visit cosmetic shops? 
Just shopping around Have something to buy in mind 
Just want to have a look at new color cosmetic products 
Others (please specify) 
5. How often did you buy color cosmetic products? 
Once every visit Once every two-visit 
Once every three-visit Once every four-visit 
Others (please specify) 
6. Are you using only one brand for all your color cosmetic products? 
Yes No 
7. In the following categories of color cosmetics, did you shift to other brands within the past 1 year? 
What are the reasons? 
I don't use it Yes No Reasons 
Lip 
Cheek 一 一 — 
Eye 
Face 
Nail — — 一 
8. In most cases, from where did you buy color cosmetics? 
Specialty stores/counters Cosmetic retail stores 
Mass merchandisers Direct marketing 
Others (please specify) 
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9. What are the factors that you would consider in buying color cosmetics? 
Please select the 5 most important ones and rank them in descending order. 
("1" = most important and "5" 二 5th important) 




Variety of choice Sale services 
10. From which channel(s) do you usually get information about color cosmetics? 
Friends / relatives 
Newspaper / magazine 
TV advertisement 
Radio advertisement 
Point of purchase (POP) 
— M T R / KCR lightbox / billboard 
Others (please specify) 
Section II: Awareness 
11. Have you ever heard of the following brandnames of color cosmetics? 
Revlon Chanel 
Christian Dior Covermark 
M.A.C. Maybelline 
Maxfactor Kanebo 
Shu Uemura Red Earth 
Body Shop Shiseido 
Guerlain Estee Launder 
Sonia Rykiel 
For M.A.C., 
i) If yes, through what channels did you get known of it? (Go to question 12) 
a)Friends/relatives b)Newspaper/magazine c)TV ad d)Radio ad 
e) POP f) MTR/KCR lightbox^illboard g)Others (please specify) 
ii) If no, go to question 17. 
Section III: Intention to buy 
12. Have you ever visited M.A.C. cosmetics store in Hong Kong? 
Yes (Go to question 13) 
No (Go to question 14) 
13. Have you ever purchased color cosmetics from M.A.C. in Hong Kong? 
Yes No 
If yes, what products did you buy? 
14. Do you have intention to buy color cosmetics from M.A.C. in the future? 
I I I I I 
Certainly Likely Don't Not Certainly 
Yes Know Likely Not 
Ifyes, what products do you intend to buy? 
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Section IV: Position 
15. How is your perception towards M.A.C. in the following aspects? (Please circle the most likely one) 
‘ 1 2 3 4 5 
Price High |— 1 1 1 1 Low 
Quality Low | 1 1 1 1 High 
Prestige High | 1 1 1 1 Low 
Packaging Special | 1 1 1 1 Generic 
Variety of choice Wide | 1 1 1 1 Narrow 
Convenience to reach Easy | 1 1 1 1 Difficult 
Performance Bad | 1 1 1 1 Good 
Fashion Trendy | 1 1 1 1 Out-dated 
Popularity Low | 1 1 1 1 High 
Sale services High | 1 1 1 1 Low 
Section V: Image 
16. Please use a phrase to describe M.A.C. 
Section VI: Personal Information 
17. Age: 一 16-20 
— 21-25 
一 26-30 ^ 
一 31-35 ‘ 
— 36-40 
18. Sex: Male Female 
19. Occupation: Student Housewife 
一 Blue Collar 一 White Collar 
Professional / Managerial Retired / Unemployed 
Others (please specify) 
20. Monthly Personal Income: — below $5,000 
_ _ $5,000 - $9,999 
$10,000 -$14,999 
— $15,000 -$19,999 
— $20,000 - $ 24,999 
$25,000 - $ 29,999 
— $30,000 or above 





University level / degree holder 
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Table 1. Expenditure on cosmetics in 1994 (Ming Pao Daily News, Hong Kong. 
5 October 1995.) 
Country Expenditure Total 
(HK$100 mil) (%) 
S.Korea — 168.4 19.3 
Philippines ~ ~ 164.6 18 8 ~ 
Indonesia 134.2 15.4 ， 
'HongKon^ — 116.8 13.4 
Thailand 108.1 “ 124 — 
Taiwan 99.2 11.4 
Malaysia 43.4 5.0 
Singapore 38.0 43 
Tot:l 872.7 100 — 
Table 2. Values of imports of perfumery and cosmetics (Census &: Statistics 
Department, Hong Kong.) 
Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
Value in 2,037,239 2,308,152 2,591,109 3,211,028 4,164,489 
HK$,000 
Table 3. Cross tabulation of answers to Q. 1 by sex 
Male Female 
Yes，purchased before 34% 87% 
NOf never purchased 66% 13% 
Table 4. For female, cross tabulation of answers to Q. 1 by age 
Female 
16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Yes,purchasedbefore “ 80% 91% ~ 8 8 % 89% 6 7 % ~ 
No, never purchased 20% 9% 12% 11% 3 3 % ~ 
Table 5. Cross tabulation of answers to Q.3 by age 
Frequency ofvisit 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Once a week 0% 6% 0% 9% 0% 
'Once a month 67% 20% 28% 9% 25% 
Once every three-month 22% 40% 39% 24% 12% 
Once every half-year — 0% ~ H % 18% 35% “ 25% 
Onceayear 0% 10% 10% 12% 38% 
No fixed frequency llo/o 10% 5% 12o/o 0% 
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Table 6. Cross tabulation of answers to Q.4 by age 
‘ 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
'Shoppin^ around 45% — 24% 41% 26% 38% 
Something to buy in ~ 3 3 % ^ 4TO ^ SWo~~~ 
mind 
Looking at neiv color H% 2l% Iw IWo IWo^ 
cosmetics 
'Others IP/o 2o/o 0% 3% 0% 
Table 7. Usage rate of different products by occupation 
Lip 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
'ldon't useif 0 % 0 % “ 0 % — 1% 一 2 % 
Iuseit lOQo/o lOOo/o 100% 99o/o 98% 
Cheek 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
Idon't useiT 47% 一 33% 100% 57% 40% 
Iuseit 53% 67% 0% 43% 60% 
Eye 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
Idon't useit 33% “ 0% 100% — 45% 25% 
Iuseit 67o/o lOQo/o Qo/o 55o/o 75o/o 
Face 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
Idon't useiF 33% 33% “ 100% — 33% 15% 
Iuseit 67o/o 67o/o 0% 67% 85o/o 
Nail 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
Idon't useiF 47% 0% “ 100% — 46% 56% 
Iuseit 53% lOQo/o 0% 54% 44% 
Table 8. Usage rate of different products by age 
Lip 
16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Idon't useit 0% 0% 3% 3% — 0% 
Iuseit 100% 100% 97% 97% 100% — 
Cheek 
16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Idon't useiT' 44% 59% 51% “ 32% 63% 
Iuseit 56% 41% 49% 68% 37% — 
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Eye 
“ 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
Idon't usei~ 33% — 43% ~ 36% 24% — 63% 
'luseit 67% 57% 64% 76o/o 37% 
Face 
“ 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 一 
Idon't usei~ 22% — 30% — 33% — 15% 50% — 
Iuseit 78o/o 7Qo/o 67�/� 85% 50% 
Nail ^ _ ^ _ ^ 
“ 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
'ldon't useit~ 33% — 56% ~ " 36% — 50% 63% — 
'luseit 67% 440/0 640/0 50% T!% 
Table 9. Scores of different criteria of choosing color cosmetics 
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Total 
Score 5 Score 4 Score 3 Score 2 Score 1 Score 
Price 18 — 51 53 20 ~ 1 7 5 1 0 _ 
Quality 105— 34 13 一 11 6 7 2 8 ~ 
Prestige/Status 5 U U \_S \_0 162 
Packaging 4 3 — 11 17 24 “ 123 
Variety ofchoice 3 7 — 14 ~ ~ 2 1 28 — 155 
Convenience 3 4 U ^ 24 134 
Performance 22 — 36 “ 28 — 11 ~ ~ 1 8 378 — 
Fashion 10 — 18 1 9 ~ 33 19 “ 264 
'Popularity 3 “ 7 — 9 22 27 “ 141 
'Sales services 21 37 30 15 12 385 
Table 10. Percentage of people choosing different channels 
Friends Magazines TV Radio POP M T ^ " 
#ofpeople - 135 127 66 8 47 24 
Percentage 78 73 38 5 27 14 
Table 11. Percentage of people choosing POP by education 
Secondary Matriculation TI University Postgraduate 
# ofpeople — 7 5 2 ^ 8 
Percentage 10 23 15 45 62 — 
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Table 12. Awareness level of various brands 
Group 1 Group 2 
Christian Dior (CD) 94% Revlon (REV) 90% 
Guerlain (GUER) 52% Maxfactor (MAX) 95% 
Chanel (CHAN) 94% Kanebo (KAN) 55% 
Estee Lauder (EST) 74% 
Sonia Rykiel (SON) 49% Group 3 
Shiseido (SHI) 76% Body Shop (BODY) 91% 
RedEarth (RED) 64% 
Group 4 Group 5 
Covermark (COV) 45% Maybelline (MAY) 88% 
Shu Uemura (SHU) 53% 
MAC (MAC) 42% 
Table 13. Awareness level of various brands among blue collar 
REV CD MAC MAX SHU BODY G U E 5 ~ 
- 5 0 % 83% 170/0 670/0 17% 830/0 5Qo/o “ 
SON CHAN COV MAY KAN RED SHI E S ~ 
0% 830/0 Oo/o 50% 0% 170/0 17% Qo/o “ 
Table 14. Awareness level of various brands among male 
REV CD MAC MAX SHU BODY GUE^"" 
84% 970/0 210/0 930/0 22% 88% 26o/o~ 
‘ S O N CHAN COV MAY KAN RED SHI EST _ 
- 2 2 % 93% 14% 71�/� 26% 47% 53% 55% 
Table 15. Awareness level of various brands among age group of36-40 
REV CD MAC MAX SHU BODY G U E 5 ~ 
930/0 87% 130/0 930/0 27% 730/0 53% 
SON CHAN COV MAY KAN RED SHI E s f ~ 
33% 100% 7% 80% 53% 33% 60% 7 3 » / ~ 
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Table 16. Awareness level ofMAC among different age groups 
- 1 6 - 2 0 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
— 6 0 % 50% 450/0 24% 130/0 
Table 17. Awareness level ofMAC among both sexes 
Male Female 
- 2 1 % 49% “ 
Table 18. Awareness level ofMAC among different occupations 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
“ 55% 25o/o 17% 41% 42% 
Table 19. Awareness level of Shu Uemura among different age groups 
‘ 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 
_ 47% 63% 52o/o 46% lTA 
Table 20. Awareness level of Shu Uemura among both sexes 
Male Female 
“ 22% 63% -
Table 21. Awareness level of Shu Uemura among different occupations 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
59% 250/0 170/0 490/0 63% — 
Table 22. Awareness level of Covermark among different age groups 
16-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 — 
20% 550/0 430/0 48% 70/0 
Table 23. Awareness level of Covermark among both sexes 
Male Female 
“ 14% 55% “ 
Table 24. Awareness level of Covermark among different occupations 
Student Housewife Blue collar White collar Professional 
41% 5Qo/o Oo/o 42% 56o/o 一 
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Table 25 
Color Cosmetics Respondents Purchased from MAC in Hong Kong 
Product Item No. ofRespondents 
(o/o of Total Respondents) 
Lipstick 15 (100%) 
Lipliner 2 (13%) — 
Eyeshadow 2 (13%) — 
Foundation 2 (13%) 
Cheek Blush 2 (13%) 
Table 26 
Color Cosmetics Respondents Intended to Buy from MAC in the Future 
Product Item No. ofRespondents 
(o/o of Total Respondents) 
Lipstick 46 (92 o/o) 
Powder 3 (6 %) 
Lipliner 2 (4 %) 
Table 27 
Mean Scores ofRespondents' Perception Towards MAC. 





Variety ofChoice 3.6289 




Sales Service 3.8235 
A 5-point scale was used, with 1 二 most negative and 5 = most positive. 
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Table 28 
Respondents' perception Towards MAC Vs Company's Ideal Points 
Price High | 1 ---^J 1 1 Low ,•. \ 、、、、、 
Quality Low | | |---v--V-| | High 
••’ z y 
,• 
Prestige Low | 1 -^- \4 1 1 High 
z Z Z / 
Packaging Generic j<^----：：---1 -.-1 | 1 Special 
"""*"" ^ " " ^ \ 
、、、乂一 
\ �、"""、—、 
Variety of Choice Narrow | 1 |--> 1::)=^_—| Wide 
Convenient to Difficult | 1 t'—^t^ 1 1 Easy 
Reach \ ����� 
» 、 
\ 、、、、 
Performance Bad -v -^r-- Good 
'•. I \ I ••• I 
Fashion Out-dated | 1 1 -r-| )二--| Trendy 
. ' • ' z y z / z 
Popularity Low | ----1 卜―:—<： 1 High 
» 、 • s \ \ \ 、 
Sales Service Poor | 丨 1 二——| -�-�--! Good 
Respondents' Perception 
Company's Ideal Point 
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Chart 1. Di stribution of Age 
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Chart 3. Distribution of Occupation 
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Chart 4. Distribution of Income 
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Chart 5. Distribution ofEducation 
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Chart 7. Ever purchased color cosmetics? (Q. 1) 
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Chart 9. Answer to Q.2 by male 
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Chart 10. How often you visit cosmetic shops? (Q.3) 
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Chart 11. Why visit cosmetic shops? (Q.4) 
Looking at new Others 
color cosmetic 2% 
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Chart 12. Frequency to buy? (Q.5) 
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Chart 13. m ^ m m m > buy? (Combine Q.3 with Q.5) 
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Chart 15. Changed to other brand within the past one year for these products? (Q.7) 
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Percentage ofRespondents Had Ever Visited MAC Cosmetics Store in 
Hong Kong 
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CHART 18a CHART 18b 
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CHART 18c CHART 18d 
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CHART 19a CHART 19b 
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lU^ iLj 
^ ^ _ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J y 
No ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
68% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
CHART 19c CHART 19d 
Percentage ofRespondents Shifting Percentage ofRespondents Shifting 
to Other Brands of Color Cosmetics to Other Brands of Color Cosmetics 
for Eye Within the Past 1 Year for Eye Within the Past 1 Year 
-MAC Visitors - Non-MAC Visitors 
: ^ H ) Yes ^ ^ 3Y3; 
WJ鄉編 
No ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
67% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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CHART 19e CHART 19f 
Percentage ofRespondents Shifting Percentage ofRespondents Shifting 
to Other Brands of Color Cosmetics to Other Brands of Color Cosmetics 
for Face Within the Past 1 Year for Face Within the Past 1 Year 
-MAC Visitors - Non-MAC Visitors 
NO M^ M^^ 
47% ^ ^ ^ B ] Yes | ^ ^ ^ f t WJ 53% NQ ^ y 
^ " ^ ^ 66% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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CHART 20a 
The Most Important Factor Considered in Buying Color Cosmetics 
-Percentage ofMAC Visitors 
Popularity 
Fashion 30/^  Price 
17% ^ 90/0 
X \ p i l ^ 
P f 4 J m 
Performance J j | j | j j | ^ | 
P , f ^ g i n g ^ M I 
P r e s t i g e / S t a t u s ^ ^ ^ ^ Q u a % 
30/0 540/0 
CHART 20b 
The Most Important Factor Considered in Buying Color Cosmetics 
-Percentage ofNon-MAC Visitors 
Fashion 
6o/o Popularity 
Performance ^ ^ 2% Price 
120/0 观 ‘ 10% 
VarietyofChoice ^ ^ J ^ | l i ^ 
2% 0 晨 
Packaging ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ¾ 
Prestige7Status ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V 





Percentage of Respondents Had Ever Purchased Color Cosmetics from 
MAC in Hong Kong 
N。_kY 6 1 % ^ ^ 
CHART 22 
Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 
Through Friends / Relatives 
No 
' ' ' ' M ^ ^ ^ ^ 




Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 
Through Newspaper / Magazines 
� ^ \ Yes 
|_ : : :_: :H li . 42% 
: ¾ ^ 
CHART 24 
Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 
Through TV Ad 
Yes 






Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 
Through Newspaper / Magazines 
Yes 




Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 








Percentage ofRespondents Get Known ofMAC 
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Intention ofRespondents to Buy Color Cosmetics from MAC 
in the future 
Certainly Not 
7% Certainly Yes 
Not Likely ^1% 
9% / ^ • " " • " " ^ 
v^ :-:-:W 囲 Bw88 :<.:.x.:.:.:.x.:.x.:.:.:.:.:.:^ v 
X ， I X 
Z 16 闘 ： \ 
><C i l ： _^ P^ _ 
Don't Know \ | ^ 
31% V^^^ = y 
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CHART 29 CHART 29 
Intention ofMale Respondents to Intention ofFemale Respondents to 
Buy Color Cosmetics from MAC Buy Color Cosmetics from MAC in 
in the Future the Future 
Certaml C e , l Y Ccrtamly 
y Yes Not 
Yes Certaml • 遍 " / o Not 
- 二 ％ y � = , • - ^ 
flB N ^^ 
^ P Ukdy ^ r ) D � n , t 
Don't ^ ^ 33% \ / ^ 7 
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